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TOMORROW CLUBS INTERNATIONAL

English Teaching Curriculum

Welcome to the English Teaching Curriculum. You will find a wealth of ideas 
to help you succeed in teaching these precious children English. Please do not be 
overwhelmed as you look at the length of this packet. There are more ideas than you 
will have time to use. You will need to pick and choose the teaching methods that best 
suit your particular group of children and your interests. After your first day with your 
children, you will be able to evaluate their language ability and their development 
based on their ages.

If you do not finish what you hoped to accomplish each day, just pick up where 
you left off the next day. Repetition is the best tool for teaching any age group. Use a 
variety of methods to accomplish your goals for each day.

Remember you are there to help your students learn words that will help them 
in conversations. The process may seem slow and tedious, but English is a foreign 
language to them. Put yourself in their place and think how hard and confusing it 
could be for them. Be patient, be creative, and have fun with your group!

Some helpful hints:
• Read through each of the four lessons and decide ahead of time which activities 

you might like to use.
• Begin to gather any supplies that you will need to accomplish those activities. 
• Spend time reading over the lessons weekly until you leave for the field so that 

you are very familiar and comfortable with what you will be doing.
• Praise the children throughout the day. This will go a long way in helping 

them stay focused and not become frustrated.
• Reward the children each day with some candy or a small toy. This is a very 

special treat for them.
• Be flexible! Even with all your preparation, you must be open to last minute 

changes.
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English Camp Curriculum – Ages 9 to 12
Instructions

We strongly recommend that you prepare a bag with all the necessary supplies from the 
Participant column for each day. The rest of the supplies will be provided by a Tomorrow Clubs 
Representative in the Country. The average number of students in each class is 15. If you don’t 

have time to do some of these exercises in class, give them to your students as homework.

Participant’s responsibilities TOMORROW CLUBS

Day 1

folders with notepads Faces and Names handouts (Attachment 1)
markers Body parts playing cards (Attachment 3)
15-20 pens Body Parts Cryptograms (Attachment 2)

Flash cards (Attachment 4)

Day 2

Construction paper A piece of construction paper for each color or print 
off (Attachment 1)

5 Envelopes Hidden Colors handouts (Attachment 2)
Index cards Clothes handouts (Attachment 3)
Ziploc bags (small) Display Cards (Clothes) (Attachment 4)

Clothes playing cards (2 sets) (Attachment 5)

Bingo Game (Attachment 6), chips

Day 3

Pictures of your family Family Tree cardboard (Attachment 1)

markers Numbered flash cards (Attachment 3)

Family tree handouts (Attachment 2)

Day 4

calendar Days of the Week Quiz (Attachment 1)
crayons or markers Days of the Week cards (Attachment 2)

2 jumping ropes Seasons Flash Cards (Attachment 3)
10 water balloons Match Up handouts (Attachment 4)
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English Camp Curriculum – Ages 9 to 12
Day 1

OVERVIEW
Content

1. Introduce yourself and learn the names of the other students in the class. (20 min)
2. Parts of the Body. (25 min)

Objectives
Students will

1. identify themselves in English
2. exchange introductions and greetings.
3. identify and use the names of the body parts in English
4. identify their right side and their left side

Vocabulary
shoulder  ear  nose  mouth  eye
hair  lips  teeth  leg  finger
foot  hand  knee  arm  head

Useful Phrases
Hi! Hello.
My name is ___________ .
What is your name?
Nice to meet you!

PART I

Warm-up Exercises
1. Say “Hi!” or “Hello!” Introduce yourself  by saying, “My name is _________while pointing 

to your nametag.
2. If you have another American or an interpreter in the class, ask him/her, “What is your name?” 

He/she should respond, “My name is ___________. Nice to meet you!”
3. Write down, “Hi. My name is ____________. What is your name? Nice to meet you!” on the 

blackboard. Ask your students to write the phrases in their notebooks with translation.
4. Select a student and say, “What is your name?” If the student doesn’t understand, point to his/

her nametag and say, “My name is __________.”
5. Now ask one student to introduce him/herself to the student next to him and learn his name. 

Then that student should do the same with the next student. Continue around the room until 
the last student has introduced himself to the first one.

Materials
PART 1

• Faces and Names handouts (Attachment 1)
• Markers
• Folders with notepads and pens

PART 2
• Body parts playing cards (Attachment 3) 
• Body Parts Cryptograms (Attachment 2)

• Flash cards (Attachment 4)
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Reinforcement Activities
Choose the game out of Activities list to learn the names of the students. (5 min.)

1. Name Game
Supplies: A towel or a rolled up paper
Everyone sits in a circle with one person in the middle holding a towel, rolled up paper, or 
other soft object. While standing directly in the center of the circle, the person says his name 
and calls out the name of someone else in the group, then attempting to hit that person with the 
towel before he can say his name and someone else’s name. If the person sitting down succeeds 
in saying both names, then the one in the center attempts to hit the last name mentioned. When 
someone is hit before saying both names, he/she must replace the one in the center.

2. Clapping Name Game
Supplies: None

Everyone sits in a circle and in unison claps their hands twice, slaps their thighs twice, and 
snaps their fingers one hand at a time. On the first snap, the leader says his/her name. On the 
second finger snap the leader says the name of someone else in the group. That person then 
says his/her own name on the next finger snap and someone else’s name on the second finger 
snap. The object is to stay in rhythm as long as possible. The rhythm goes from slow to fast 
as the game progresses. Remember to start out slow! A helpful hint would be to have students 
say the person’s name on their left. After the game has been successful for a few rounds, have 
them say the name of the person on their right. Finally, allow the students to choose a person’s 
name from anywhere in the circle.

Small Group Work

1. Draw a head on the board and add some features to make it recognizable as you. Point to the 
head and say “Hi. My name is _______.”

2. Give each student in the class a copy of the Faces and Names worksheet (Attachment 1) 
and ask them to draw a similar “portrait” of themselves on one of the heads (any head, not 
necessarily the first one). Ask the students to sit in a circle and pass their worksheets to the 
person on their left. Students draw themselves again anywhere on the worksheet they have just 
received and again pass the worksheet to the person on their left. When the game has ended, 
each student should have portraits of all the students in the group on their worksheet.

3. Now ask the students to identify their classmates from their portraits, find out their names 
and say “Hello” to them. Demonstrate the language you want them to use by role-playing this 
dialogue with your interpreter or another American:

Write down “Is this you?” on the whiteboard.
Student A: (pointing to a head on his/her worksheet) Is this you?

Student B: Yes/No

(If guessed, follow the dialogue; if not go to another person.)

Student A: What’s your name ?

Student B: Kate. (Student B should write her name below her portrait on Student A’s 

worksheet.)

Student A: Nice to meet you, Kate!

4. Have some pairs of students role-play the dialogue after everyone is done.
5. If you think the students are ready to put it all together, review the entire introduction: “Hi. My 

name is _________. What is your name? Nice to meet you.”
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Optional
1. If kids are able, add, “How are you?” and “I am fine” to introductions.

PART II
Conversation Exercises

1. Use your own body, students’ bodies, or flash cards (Attachment 4) to identify the words for 
parts of the body. Say, “Look at me.”

2. Introduce the word. Ask your students to repeat the word and write the translation in their 
notebooks. Use the words “/ have...” e.g., “I have a nose.”

3. Have the students say the word. Then students should touch that part of their own bodies and 
say the word again.

4. Point to a part of the body and ask students to say the word as you point.
5. Ask the students to stand up. Say the name of each body part and have the students point to it 

on their own bodies. Review left and right using left leg, right eye etc.

Group Work

Let the students work in pairs or begin by having teams of three to five players each compete 
against one another. Working in teams enables individuals to learn from one another and helps 
to build self-confidence.

Body Parts Cryptogram (Attachment 2) To help the students remember the body parts, 
give them Body Parts Cryptogram handouts. Tell them to unscramble the words by placing 
the correct letter in the boxes and then using the numbered boxes to complete the answer to 
the riddle.

Reinforcement Activities
Choose a game or an activity: Remember to start out very slowly

1. Word Calling
Supplies: Body parts display cards (Attachment 4)

Divide the class into 2 teams (A and B). Very quickly and briefly, show a flashcard to one 
member of each team simultaneously. The first person to call out the word wins a point for 
his team. This continues until each student has had a turn. The easiest method is to have each 
team line up on opposite sides of the room, curving into the center and up toward the teacher.

2. Can you touch... ? Game
Supplies: Body parts playing cards (Attachment 3)

Divide your class in two teams. Shuffle the cards and put half in one pile and half in another. 
Ask for one volunteer from each team to start the game. The students take turns taking the 
top card from each pile. Then they have to try to touch the part of the body written on one 
card with the part of the body written on the other card. Some of the combinations are easy, 
some might be possible, and some are obviously impossible. Students get one point for each 
success.

3. Taboo Game
Supplies: Body Parts playing cards (Attachment 3), a sand clock or a timer.
Divide your class in two teams. Shuffle the cards and put them in one pile. Ask for a volunteer 
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from each team. Students sit in the circle, alternating so that there is one A student next to 
one B student. A volunteer takes the pile of facedown cards and starts miming the first word. 
The members of that student’s team (A) have to guess it. The object of the game is to guess 
as many words as possible within the time limits (one minute or two, depending on the sand 
clock). Team B is meanwhile checking that the person miming doesn’t say the word or point 
to the body part. If this happens, that card is left aside and doesn’t count.
If the person miming a word gets stuck, s/he can put the card aside and go for the next one – 
but only twice. If it happens again, that team forfeits the rest of their time. Then B volunteer 
does the same with different cards.

4. Knee to Shoulder
Supplies: None

Everyone should get a partner. When the teacher calls a command, everyone must obey the 
command. One partner puts the first named body part to the second named body part on their 
partner.
The command involves matching different body parts, such as:
knee to shoulder shoulder to knee nose to foot
nose to arm hand to head arm to leg
knee to ear ear to ear foot to shoulder

5. Teacher Says Game
Supplies: None

The teacher relays commands given to the group by saying, “Teacher says...”
The students only obey if the words “Teacher says” precede the command. If students obey a 
command without those words preceding it, they must sit down until only one student remains 
standing.
Example: “Put your hand on your head” vs. “Teacher says, Put your hand on your head”

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES
1. ‘The Hokey Pokey’ Song

Through the interpreter, tell the students to follow what you do. Encourage them to say the 
words you emphasis, like right and the body part.

You put your right hand in – You put your right hand out 
You put your right hand in – And you shake it all about 
You do the hokey pokey and you turn it all around 
That’s what it’s all about

Left hand right arm
Right foot left arm
Left foot right leg
Left leg Whole self

2. “Head, Shoulders, Knees and Toes” Song
Point to each part while singing:

Head, shoulders, knees and toes, knees and toes,
Head, shoulders, knees and toes, knees and toes,
Eyes and ears and mouth and nose,
Head, shoulders, knees and toes, knees and toes.
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Fa ces  a nd Names Attachment 1
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BODY PARTS 
Cryptogram

Directions: Unscramble the words by placing the correct letter in the shaded boxes. Use the 
numbered boxes to complete the answer to the riddle.

RIDDLE:
What will we learn tomorrow?

ULHSEDOR   ADHE  TMUHO
_ _ _ _ _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _   _ _ _ _ _ 

CEKEH    IRAH    SEEY
_ _ _ _ _     _ _ _ _        _ _ _ _

PSIL
_ _ _ _

ANSWER:
__ __ __ __ __ __

 1        2        3        4        5        6

Attachment 2

1

2

3

4

5 6
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English Camp Curriculum – Ages 9 to 12
Day 2

OVERVIEW

Content
1. Colors
2. Clothing

Objectives
Students will

1. identify and use the names of six basic colors
2. identify and use the names of nine articles of clothing
3. produce short sentences

Vocabulary
blue  green  dress  shirt  coat
red  yellow  pants  skirt  jacket
white  black  shoes  sweater socks 
brown  orange  hat
pink  purple

PART I

Review Exercises:
For reviewing previous material choose any game from Day 1 listed in the Reinforcement 

Activities section or play the Zonk game.

Conversation Exercises
1. Begin showing the students one piece of the colored construction paper (Attachment 1), say 

the word, blue. Have them repeat the word back to you and write it down in their notebook. 
Find another object of the same color in the area (it could be an article of clothing, etc.) and 
say the color.

2. Add another color by showing them another piece of colored construction paper and following 
the above instructions. Follow the same procedure for all six colors.

3. Point to any color (red).     Ask: What color is this?

Elicit: Red

Say: Yes. It’s red. /No. It’s not...

Say: Show me something red in the room.

Materials
PART 1

• A piece of construction paper for each of 
the colors (Attachment 1)

• Hidden Colors handouts (Attachment 2)
• Envelopes

PART 2
• Clothes handouts (Attachment 3)
• Display cards (Clothes) (Attachment 4) 
• Clothes playing cards (2 sets) 

(Attachment 5) 

• Bingo Game (Attachment 6), chips 
• Index cards
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Group Work
Let the students work in pairs.

Hidden Colors (Attachment 2) 
To help the students remember the colors, give them the Hidden Colors handouts and challenge 
them to discover the hidden colors. They can go in any direction except diagonally.

Reinforcement Activities

1. Color Bee Game
Supplies: None

Divide the class into two teams. Ask color questions such as Is this red? of the first child on 
each team. If the child answers correctly, she or he goes to the back of the team line; if the child 
answers incorrectly, she or he sits down. The last team with children standing is the winner.

PART II

Conversation Exercises

1. Give the students Clothes handouts (Attachment 3).

2. Show students the Clothes display cards (Attachment 4) and tell them the names of each 
article of clothing. You can point at each item, mention its name, and ask students to repeat the 
name and write the word in their notebooks.

3. Then go around the classroom pointing at the shoes, pants, and shirts of each student, asking 
what color they are:     Ask: What’s this?

Solicit: A skirt.

Say: Yes. It’s a skirt. /No. It’s not...

Ask: What color is it?

Solicit: Red. It’s a red skirt.

Reinforcement Activities

1. Name Object Game
Supplies: Two sets of the display cards for clothing. (Attachment 5)
Divide your students in two teams to form lines at opposite sides of the back of the room. Put 
a table or a desk at each side of the front of the room. On each desk or table, place Display 
Cards (Clothing) or even some actual clothes to make the game more fun (your shoes or coat). 
There should be at least one example of each color on each table.
You should stand between the two tables and call out the name of a color or clothes item; for 
example, “red.” The first student on each team must run to the front, select any clothes item 
or card of the correct color off his team’s table, and bring it back to his team. His team should 
name the object or card “It’s a red skirt.” The same student should put the card/item back on 
the table and run to the back of the line. The team whose player gets back first wins the point.

2. Stop Game
Supplies: Display cards for clothing (Attachment 4) or playing cards (Attachment 5)

The class picks two people: one is IT and one is a Talker. IT stands in front of the room, 
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holding the clothing picture cards with the pictures facing the class and the Talker. IT shows 
the cards, one at a time, without looking at them. When the Talker says Stop!, IT asks the 
Talker questions about the picture. (Is it) red? (Is it) a shoe? IT has to guess the picture, for 
example “(It’s) a blue dress?’ After the picture is guessed, pick up another pair of students.

3. Commands Game
Supplies: None.

Divide the class in teams of four. Call a team to the front of the class. There should be some 
space between each team member, and members should face the class. Give a direction. If all 
the team members accurately follow the direction, award a point. If any team members do not 
respond accurately, no point is given. After five turns, call on the next team, and give them 
five chances to earn points. The team with the most points wins. Some examples of directions 
are listed below.
Put your hands on your pants.
Put your hands on your socks.
Put your left hand on your right shoe.

4. Bingo Game
Supplies: chips, and large cards for each student. (Attachment 6)

Every player gets a large Bingo card. Teacher calls out the word combination “black dress” 
etc. Students who have that picture on their cards cover it with a chip. The first child to cover 
all six pictures on the card says Bingo! and can be the new caller.

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES

1. “I see green, I see yellow” Song
I see green, I see yellow. I see that big funny fellow.
I see white, I see black. I see this and that and that.
I see orange, I see brown, I stand up and I sit down.
I see red, I see blue, I see you and you and you.
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Attachment 1



HIDDEN COLORES
Directions: Discover the hidden colors going in any direction, except diagonally.

 1. ___________________    1.___________________

       2.___________________

1.______________
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Attachment 2
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Attachment 3
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Attachment 5
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Teen BINGO
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Attachment 6



English Camp Curriculum – Ages 9 to 12
Day 3

OVERVIEW

Content
1. Family
2. Counting/Time

Objectives
Students will

1. identify the family members in English 
2. count

Vocabulary
mother father parents grandfather family
sister brother children grandmother  time
son daughter aunt uncle  

PART I

Review Exercises:

For reviewing previous material choose any game from Day 2 listed in the Reinforcement 

Activities section or play the Zonk game.

Conversation Exercises
1. Show your students the Family Tree cardboard (Attachment 1). Write the name of each family 

member in the corresponding box, starting with yourself in the middle bottom box.
2. After filling in your own name, fill in the names of any siblings you may have, explaining to 

students the family relationship: “I have a sister. Ann is my sister.” Have them repeat the word 
back to you and write it down in the notebook. Follow the same procedures for the rest words.

3. Explain daughter/son relationship. You can continue the family tree if you have children.
4. You can also show them the pictures of your family.
5. Give out a Family Tree copy (Attachment 2) to each student. Ask the following or similar 

questions (you may need interpretation for the first couple questions):
Who is Peter to John?  Who is John to Jessica?  Who is Ken to Mike? 
Who is Jeff to Mike?  Who is Anna to John?  Who is Alissa to Jessica?

Plan to ask each student at least two questions.

24

Materials
PART 1

• Family Tree cardboard (Attachment 1)

• Pictures of your family
• Family tree handouts (Attachment 2)

• Markers

PART 2
• Numbered flash cards (Attachment 3)



6. If time allows ask some students to tell about their families in basic sentences: I have a mother, 
a father and two sisters.

Group Work
The aim of these games is to review family vocabulary while having fun. Students are not 
supposed to be able to produce the sentences in the game. The game focuses on reading 
comprehension. Let the students work in pairs.

Family Tree:
Pass out the Family Tree copies for students to use to tell you about their families.

Reinforcement Activities

1. Musical Chairs
Supplies: Chairs.

Arrange enough chairs for all of your students in the center of the classroom or outside in 
a circle. Choose any three-four words of family vocabulary. Write them on the whiteboard 
for students to remember. Go around to each student and assign him/her a word. Your class 
(including a teacher) should have at least three representatives for each word. The teacher will 
stand in the middle of the circle and call out the word he/she has, for example “a sister.” All the 
students with the word “sister” stand up and change seats. As the students exchange seats, the 
leader (teacher) sits down quickly in one of the chairs, thereby leaving one student without a 
seat. Now the student in the center becomes a leader and the game continues. The leader may 
say “a family” and everyone should get up and exchange seats. Try to change the words after 
every other leader in order to review all the words of topical vocabulary.

PART II

Conversation Exercises
1. Use the flash cards (Attachment 3) to check your students’ knowledge of the numbers from 1 

to 10 in English. Randomly show a number and ask them to say the word aloud as a class. You 
can do it as fast as you are able.

2. If your students feel comfortable with numbers from 1-10, start teaching 10-20 numbers using 
the flash cards. After showing the number and saying the word, have your students repeat the 
word back to you and write it down in their notebooks.

3. Randomly show a number to your students and ask any of them to count from 1 to the number 
you have shown.

4. Give a number card to each student in random order and ask them to count: the person with 
card 1 stands up and says one, then the person with card 2 and so on.

5. Give your students different cards this time and randomly call a number, making the student 
with the corresponding number card stand up.

Group Work
Let the students work in pairs against one another. Working in teams enables individuals to 
learn from one another and helps to build self-confidence.

Odd & Even Results
Students are paired off. One of them takes ODD and the other takes EVEN. They both write 
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down any number (within a prescribed range, if you prefer) without seeing each other’s 
number. Ask them to tell each other their chosen number in English. The two numbers are 
added together and if the result is EVEN, the player who chose EVEN wins a point; if the 
result is ODD, the player who chose ODD receives a point. The first person to earn 5 points 
wins.

Reinforcement Activities

1. Tic-Tac-Number Game
Supplies: pen and paper for each student.
Instruct your students to draw a grid with 2 vertical and 2 horizontal lines (three for a longer 
game). They then fill the 9 (or 16) spaces with numbers (within a prescribed range) in any 
order.
Examples:  

           Short Game (range 1-25)                                    Long game (range 1-50)

The teacher should call out random numbers. As students hear numbers that appear on their 
grids, they should cross them out. The first person to eliminate 3 (or 4) numbers in a row 
(vertically, horizontally, or diagonally) wins. To prove the validity of his claim, the winner 
must call out the 3 (or 4) numbers that gave him the win. The winner can call the numbers for 
the next round.

2. Catch the Cane
Supplies: a cane, stick or a pencil
The players stand in a circle formation with the player who is “it” in the center. All players, 
including “it,” are given a number. The person who is “it” holds a cane (or stick) with the tip 
of one finger, in an upright position with one end on the floor. “It” calls a number as he/she lets 
go of the cane. The player whose number is called attempts to catch the cane before it drops to 
the floor. If he/she fails to catch it, he/she is “it” and the game is repeated.

3. Beep Game
Supplies: None

All students stand in a line. The first student in line must begin counting from 1, and each 
student in turn calls out the next number. However, every 4th number must be replaced by the 
word “beep.” Following a “beep” the next student in line must call out the next number, and 
not the number that has been replaced. For example, 1,2,3, beep, 5,6,7, beep, 9 etc.
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 1    12    8
14   20   13
21   25    6

 6    34    9    50
18   31   26   14
27   45    2    40
10   38   49   42



ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES

1. Rhyme
Father, mother, sister, brother.
Hand in hand with one another.

2. “ILove Mommy” (or Daddy, Brother, Sister. Etc.) Song
I love Mommy, I love Mommy.
Yes I do; yes I do.
And my mommy loves me,
Yes, my mommy loves me,
Loves me too, loves me too.

3. Families
Some families are large, (spread arms out wide)
Some families are small (bring arms close together)
But I love my family (cross arms over chest) best of all!

4. Ten Little Children Sons
One little, two little, three little children.
Four little, five little, six little children.
Seven little, eight little, nine little children.
Ten children in the room.
Ten little, nine little, eight little children.
Seven little, six little, five little children.
Four little, three little, two little children.
One little child in the room.

5. One, two. Buckle my Shoe
One, two, buckle my shoe.
Three, four, shut the door.
Five, six, pick up sticks.
Seven, eight, lay them straight.
Eight, seven, six, five, four, three, two, one. All done!
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Attachment 2
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Attachment 3
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English Camp Curriculum – Ages 9 to 12
Day 4

OVERVIEW 

Content
1. Days of the week
2. Seasons of the year: weather 

Optional: Months of the year

Objectives
Students will

1. identify the days of the week in English.
2. identify the seasons of the year in English.
3. identify clothing associated with weather and season.

Optional: identify the months of the year

Vocabulary
Monday  Tuesday Wednesday  winter  fall
Thursday  Friday   Saturday   summer  spring
Sunday

PART I

Review Exercises:
For reviewing previous material choose any game from Day 3 listed in the Reinforcement 

Activities section orplay the Zonk game.

Conversation Exercises:
1. Show the calendar to your students. Even though many students may not understand its design 

or concept, use the calendar. Point to the daily squares as you say the names of the days for 
the entire month.

2. Have the students repeat after you and write the translation into their notebooks. Note that in 
English- speaking countries the week starts on Sunday.

3. Ask questions such as the following: Is today Monday? Is today Wednesday? etc.. What day 
is it today? What day is it tomorrow? What day comes after Wednesday? Do you go to school 
on Sundays? etc. Let your interpreter interpret only difficult questions.

4. Place the display cards naming the days of the week (Attachment 2) on the desk. Ask one 
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Materials
PART 1 
• Calendar
• Days of the week quiz (Attachment 1)
• 2 jumping ropes
• Days of the week cards (Attachment 2)

• 10 water balloons

PART 2
• Seasons flash cards (Attachment 3)
• Match up handouts (Attachment 4)



student to come forward and choose a card. The student should then tell what he/she usually 
does on that day of the week (with the help of an interpreter).

Group Work

The aim of these games is to review family vocabulary while having fun. Students are not 
supposed to be able to produce the sentences in the game. The game focuses on reading 
comprehension.

Let the students work in pairs.

Days of the Week Quiz (Attachment 1)

Let the students work in pairs or have two/three teams competing against each other. Before the 
game begins write down after and before on the whiteboard and let your interpreter translate 
them for your students. Pass out the Days of the Week Quiz and challenge the students to write 
the correct day of the week in the sentences.

Reinforcement Activities
Choose a game out of the Activities list.

1. Relay Race
Supplies: two sets of Days of the Week cards (Attachment 2).

Divide your students in two teams to form lines at opposite sides of the back of the room. Put 
a table or a desk at each side of the front of the room. On each desk or table place the Cards 
(days of the Week). Stand between the two tables and call out a sentence like the following 
“Monday is before... ” The first student on each team must run to the front, select the card with 
correct answer, and bring it back to the next person in his/her line. The next person should 
name the days of the week starting with the card he got. The team whose player chose the right 
card gets a point.
The game continues until one team gets 10 points. Make sure the player puts his/her card back 
in the pile. Here are other samples of sentences for the game: Monday is after... Wednesday is 

before... Sunday is after... Friday is before... Thursday is after... Monday is before... Tuesday is 

before... Saturday is after... etc.

2. Jump Rope Game
Supplies: 2 jumping ropes.
You may divide your class into two teams and get two ropes. Another American or an interpreter 
can supervise the second team. Two players turn the rope. The rest of the players line up and 
take turns. The first player jumps over the rope calling the first day of the week - Sunday. The 
second player runs through, jumping over the rope twice and calling the first and second days 
of the week. The players continue in turn until all seven days of the week are reached. Anyone 
who stops or calls the wrong day takes the place of one of the rope turners and the game starts 
over.

3. Toss a Water Balloon Game
Supplies: 10 or more water balloons.
Have two teams of students stand in two lines facing each other. The first student in line tosses 
a water balloon to the student across from him/her, calling the first day of the week - Sunday. 
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The next student should toss the balloon to the next student calling the second day of the week. 
If a student drops the balloon his team gets a point. The team with the lowest score wins.

PART II

Conversation Exercises
1. Show the display card (Attachment 3) of spring. Say, “It’s warm. This girl is planting flowers.” 

Through the interpreter, ask the students what season it is. You might need to give a longer 
description if it’s hard for the students to guess. Then say, “It’s spring.” Ask your students to 
say it back to you and write it down in their notebooks.

2. Show the picture of summer. Say, “It’s hot. The boy is swimming.” Let them guess the season, 
say it back to you, and write it in their notebooks.

3. Follow the same procedure for fall and winter, trying to use a simple weather description for 
each season.

4. In order to help your students remember the names of the seasons, show them the seasonal 
pictures and let them call out the season. Start out slowly and then speed up the game.

Group Work

Let the students work in pairs or start by having teams of 3 to 5 players each compete against 
one another. Working in teams enables individuals to learn from one another and helps to build 
self-confidence.

Match Up (Attachment 4) To help the students remember the weather, give them the Match Up 
handouts and encourage them to match the word with the correct picture.

Reinforcement Activities

Choose a game or an activity: Remember to start out very slowly

1. Pantomime Game
Supplies: Season flash cards (Attachment 3)

Ask a volunteer to pick a card. Then he/she should act out the season (any activity that 
characterizes the season) shown in the picture while the rest of the students have to guess the 
season. Students take turns without repeating the activities.

2. Whisper Game
Supplies: None.

Divide your class in two teams. Whisper a word to the first student from each team. These two 
students have to run to their teams and whisper the word down the line. The last student has to 
call the word as soon as he/she hears it. The first team to pass the word through the team and 
correctly yell the word wins.
Variation: You also can mime the word instead of whispering.

ENRICHMENT ACTIVITIES
These rhymes will help students to remember the days of the week.
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1. Play Days
How many days has my baby to play?
Saturday, Sunday, Monday,
Tuesday, Wednesday, Thursday, Friday,
Saturday, Sunday, Monday.
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Attachment 1

DAYS OF THE WEEK QUIZ

Two days after Tuesday is ____________________.

Three days before Saturday is ________________.

Two days after Monday is ___________________.

Seven days before Sunday is ___________________.

Two days before Saturday is _________________.

Seven days after Tuesday is __________________.

Three days after Thursday is_________________.
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SATURDAY
SUNDAY
FRIDAY

THURSDAYWEDNESDAY
TUESDAYMONDEY

Attachment 2



Attachment 3

SUMMER FALL

WINTER SPRING
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ma t ch up

1. Snowy

2. Cloudy

3. Rainy

4. Sunny

5. Windy
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Attachment 4






